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An ethological approach to attention predicts that organisms orient preferentially to valuable sources of information in the environment. For many gregarious species, orienting to other individuals provides valuable social information but competes with food acquisition, water consumption and predator avoidance. Individual variation in vigilance behaviour in humans spans a continuum from inattentive to pathological levels of interest in others. To assess the comparative biology of this behavioural variation, we probed vigilance rates in free-ranging macaques during water drinking, a behaviour incompatible with the gaze and postural demands of vigilance. Males were significantly more vigilant than females. Moreover, vigilance showed a clear genetic component, with an estimated heritability of 12%. Monkeys carrying a relatively infrequent 'long' allele of TPH2, a regulatory gene that influences serotonin production in the brain, were significantly less vigilant compared to monkeys that did not carry the allele. These findings resonate with the hypothesis that the serotonin pathway regulates vigilance in primates and by extension provoke the idea that individual variation in vigilance and its underlying biology may be adaptive rather than pathological. For group-living animals, survival and reproductive success often depend on the appropriate perception of others and adaptive responses to their behaviour. Better information permits better informed action, thus endorsing the hypothesis that the brain has been shaped by natural selection to facilitate acquisition of information about the identity, behavioural states and impending behaviours of others (Allman, 2000; Dunbar, 1998) . Vigilance behaviour, visual scanning of the external environment, has been documented in dozens of different species of mammal and bird (Elgar, 1989) . Although vigilance can be used to detect predators (Elgar, 1989; Roberts, 1996) , it can also be used to gather social information (Chang et al., 2013; ). Some gregarious species, like many primates, reduce predation risk by living in groups, but consequently face elevated levels of competition with conspecifics. In these animals, gathering social information may be the primary function of visual monitoring (Chance & Jolly, 1970; Treves, 2000) .
Consistent with this idea, recent studies have demonstrated that ringtail lemurs, Lemur catta (Shepherd & Platt, 2008) , rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta (Deaner, Khera, & Platt, 2005) and humans (Hayden, Parikh, Deaner, & Platt, 2007) value the opportunity to acquire information about conspecifics. For rhesus macaques, the value of information about the dominance status and reproductive quality of others can substitute for fluid or food rewards (Deaner et al., 2005; Watson, Ghodasra, & Platt, 2009) , and for human males the value of information about the attractiveness of females can substitute for money and time, and can motivate work (Hayden et al., 2007) . Moreover, wild primates routinely attend to the social interactions of others, and orient visually towards conspecific calls in playback experiments (e.g. Bergman, Beehner, Cheney, & Seyfarth, 2003; Cheney & Seyfarth, 1999; Cheney, Seyfarth, & Silk, 1995) . These experiments also demonstrate that recent social interactions influence the selectivity of this orienting behaviour, indicating that nonhuman primates remember interactions with opponents and allies and use this information to modulate attention (Cheney, Moscovice, Heesen, Mundry, & Seyfarth, 2010; Engh, Hoffmeier, Cheney, & Seyfarth, 2006; Wittig, Crockford, Langergraber, & Zuberbühler, 2014; Wittig, Crockford, Seyfarth, & Cheney, 2007; Wittig, Crockford, Wikberg, Seyfarth, & Cheney, 2007) .
Consonant with these behavioural studies, specialized populations of neurons in brain areas linked to attention , self-control (Ebitz & Platt, 2015) and reward (Klein & Platt, 2013; respond when monkeys have the opportunity to acquire information about others or use this information to guide subsequent visual exploration behaviour (Shepherd, Klein, Deaner, & Platt, 2009 ). Some of these same structures are also activated in humans when they choose to acquire visual information about others at the expense of monetary rewards (Smith et al., 2010) or effortful labour (Aharon et al., 2001) . Together, these observations resonate with the idea that the challenges of social life favoured the evolution of specialized neural circuits mediating the acquisition and utilization of information about other individuals, which evolved from basal circuits mediating information acquisition and utilization in nonsocial contexts (Adams, Watson, Pearson, & Platt, 2012; Chang et al., 2013; Pearson, Watson, & Platt, 2014) .
Despite the clear adaptive value of social vigilance, and clear evidence that specific neural circuits have evolved to support this behaviour, individuals often vary substantially in social attention behaviour (Frischen, Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007; Seyfarth & Cheney, 2013; Shepherd, Deaner, & Platt, 2006) . The sources and persistence of these differences remain to be understood fully, but some seem to be genetic in origin (Constantino & Todd, 2000; Ebstein, Israel, Chew, Zhong, & Knafo, 2010; Jamain et al., 2008) . In many animals, including mammals, crustaceans and fish, serotonin regulates social behaviour, including aggression and dominance relationships (Edwards & Kravitz, 1997; Higley et al., 1996 Higley et al., , 1992 . Among primates, in particular, serotonin influences a broad array of social functions (Watson et al., 2009) . Indeed, the human psychiatric literature is replete with associations between genetic variation in the serotonin system and behavioural pathology (Caspi, Hariri, Holmes, Uher, & Moffitt, 2010; Caspi et al., 2003; Hariri et al., 2005) .
Two important proteins in the serotonin system are the serotonin transporter (5-HTT), which removes serotonin from the synaptic space between neurons in the brain, and tryptophan hydroxylase (TH), the enzyme that regulates serotonin production. The genes encoding these two proteins have been repeatedly, although controversially, linked to various psychiatric disorders in humans (Canli, Congdon, Todd Constable, & Lesch, 2008; Gao et al., 2012; Hariri et al., 2005; Hariri & Holmes, 2006; Popova & Kulikov, 2010; Waider, Araragi, Gutknecht, & Lesch, 2011; Zhou et al., 2005) and influence anxiety-related personality traits among healthy individuals (Gutknecht et al., 2007; Lesch et al., 1996; Reuter, Kuepper, & Hennig, 2007; Sen, Burmeister, & Ghosh, 2004) .
One well-studied polymorphism in the gene encoding the serotonin transporter is the 5-HTT length polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR), which consists of a repeating sequence of base pairs. There are two predominant alleles in the human population: the short allele, which has 14 repeat elements, and the long allele, which has 16 (Hariri & Holmes, 2006) . The short allele is typically associated with psychiatric disease, anxiety-related traits and activity in the amygdala, a brain region associated with threat detection and vigilance (Hariri et al., 2005; Hariri & Holmes, 2006; Hariri et al., 2002 ). An orthologous repeat 5-HTTLPR variant exists in rhesus macaques (Canli & Lesch, 2007) , and in this manuscript we refer to both human and rhesus polymorphisms as 5-HTTLPR. Rhesus macaques who carry at least one copy of the less common short allele and who are exposed to a stressful period during early development (peer rearing versus maternal rearing), show delayed neural development, impaired serotonergic function, higher aggression and higher stress hormone levels than monkeys who carry two copies of the long 5-HTTLPR allele (Barr et al., 2004; Bennett et al., 2002; Champoux et al., 2002) . Moreover, monkeys carrying the short 5-HTTLPR allele are more likely to avoid dominant faces in an attention task, show suppressed risk taking after exposure to dominant faces and have greater physiological arousal in response to dominant faces (Watson et al., 2009) . Altered social reactivity in macaques carrying the 5-HTTLPR short allele is consistent with functional imaging studies in humans, in which the short 5-HTTLPR allele is linked to greater amygdala activity when viewing angry faces (Hariri et al., 2005 (Hariri et al., , 2002 .
The TPH2 enzyme is another important regulator of serotonergic function and there exist several polymorphisms in the human TPH2 gene (Gao et al., 2012; Popova & Kulikov, 2010) . Unlike 5-HTTLPR, there is no single TPH2 polymorphism that has been particularly well studied or characterized, although several are linked to psychiatric disease, altered amygdala activity and anxietyrelated personality traits in a manner similar to 5-HTTLPR (Popova & Kulikov, 2010 ). In the current study we focus on a rhesus-specific polymorphism, referred to here as the TPH2 insertion polymorphism (TPH2IP), in which 159 additional base pairs are inserted into the untranslated region at the terminal end of the gene (Chen, Novak, Hakim, Xie, & Miller, 2006) . Alleles associated with TPH2IP are either long (i.e. with insertion) or short (without insertion); the short allele is more common (80% frequency in captive rhesus macaques; Chen et al., 2006) .
The precise influence of these polymorphisms on serotonin in vivo remains mysterious. In vitro assays suggest the short 5-HTTLPR and TPH2IP alleles decrease expression of 5-HTT and TPH2, respectively Chen et al., 2006; Greenberg et al., 1999; Heils et al., 1996) , which should theoretically increase the amount of circulating 5-HT in both cases. This increase in 5-HT may eventually be downregulated or stabilized via compensatory mechanisms, such as negative feedback loops mediated by the 5-HT1a receptor (Christian et al., 2013) . In support of this hypothesis, a study in mice found that a TPH2 polymorphism altered 5-HT synthesis rate, affected anxiety-related behaviours and desensitized 5-HT1a receptors, but did not alter brain serotonin concentration (Berger et al., 2012) . Similarly, there is no association between 5-HTTLPR genotype and the level of 5HTT density as measured by positron emission tomography in adult humans (PET) (Kobiella et al., 2011; Shioe et al., 2003; Willeit et al., 2001) , although amygdala volume and 5-HT1a receptor binding both vary with this genotype (Kobiella et al., 2011, page 102; David et al., 2005, page 144) . Genetic variation in both TPH2 and 5-HTT may shape the brain during development (Berger et al., 2012; Kobiella et al., 2011) , consistent with observations that psychiatric disease emerges from the interaction of childhood and serotonin genotype (reviewed in Caspi et al., 2010; Hariri & Holmes, 2006) .
Although precisely how genetic variation in the serotonergic system influences neural circuit function remains unclear, this variation is capable of shaping behavioural phenotypes. For example, both 5-HTTLPR and TPH2IP influence affiliative behaviours in free-ranging rhesus macaques .
Specifically, rhesus macaques carrying the less frequent serotonin gene variants (short for 5-HTTLPR, long for TPH2IP) tend to have fewer friends and allies, as indexed by position in the grooming network, due to either poor social skill or lack of interest in others. Notably, both male and female monkeys on the periphery of the social network tend to have lower reproductive fitness than those in the centre , consistent with evidence in female baboons linking stronger social bonds with greater fitness (Seyfarth, Silk, & Cheney, 2012; Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2003; Silk et al., 2009 Silk et al., , 2010 . These findings suggest that individual differences in social attention and other social functions in both rhesus macaques and humans arise, in part, from differences in the way the serotonin system influences the neural circuits that mediate social vigilance behaviour.
Such continuous variation in behavioural traits within a population may reflect a spectrum of alternative behavioural strategies, any or all of which may prove successful within a particular social environment. Genetic variation in the serotonin system in nonhuman primates may influence how individuals cope with intragroup competition. According to this model, phenotypic heterogeneity reflects variations in fitness offered by each strategy depending on the dynamics of the local social environment (Dobson & Brent, 2013) . Testing this idea systematically will require determining how genes shape behaviour, fitness, and underlying neural circuit structure and function across primates, including humans.
As a step towards that goal, here we investigate whether variations in the serotonergic polymorphisms 5-HTTLPR and TPH2IP shape vigilance in free-ranging rhesus macaques. We focus on the trade-off between vigilance and drinking behaviours, which provides a standardized context to assess individual variation in social information gathering. We first characterize interindividual differences in vigilance and relate these to sex, age and dominance rank. Next, we explore whether the serotonin-related genetic variations 5-HTTLPR and TPH2IP influence vigilance rates, independent of sex, age and rank. Finally, we explore these gene-specific variations in the context of a more comprehensive statistical model containing information on relatedness based on pedigree, which allows us to differentiate the specific contribution of these candidate genes and to estimate the heritability of vigilance behaviour.
METHODS

Study Population
Rhesus macaques are Old World monkeys that live in social groups containing multiple adult males and females (Melnick, Pearl, & Richard, 1984) . Males usually leave their natal groups at the onset of puberty, and subsequently change groups approximately every 4 years throughout their lives (Datta, 1988; Melnick et al., 1984) . Females remain in the group in which they were born for life (Pusey & Packer, 1987) . Social groups are organized hierarchically. Adult males usually dominate all females. Between males, dominance is established by physical combat and is temporally dynamic (Thierry, Iwaniuk, & Pellis, 2000) . Females form stable linear dominance hierarchies (Chikazawa, Gordon, Bean, & Bernstein, 1979) , with daughters securing the rank immediately below their mothers prior to puberty. The female hierarchy is further structured into matrilines, which are made up of females that are closely related and close in dominance rank. Rhesus societies are characterized by low levels of social tolerance and high levels of aggression (Balasubramaniam et al., 2012; Sueur et al., 2011; Thierry et al., 2000) in captivity (Hinde & Rowell, 1962; Southwick, 1967) , in the wild (Southwick, Beg, & Siddiqi, 1965 ) and on Cayo Santiago, Puerto Rico (Altmann, 1962) .
Subjects were 122 rhesus macaques (N ¼ 74 females, N ¼ 48 males), residing on the island of Cayo Santiago. This colony was established in 1938 with monkeys from a single founding population consisting of 409 individuals from India . At the time of this study, there were approximately 1400 individuals on the 15 ha island. There were between six and nine social groups during our study period. All animals are individually identified by a three-character name, which is tattooed on the chest and inner thigh, and by a unique combination of notches in the skin of their ears, both of which are administered at 1 year of age by the trained staff at the field station. No predators are present on the island and monkeys are habituated to the daily presence of human investigators, colony managers and census-takers. Monkeys are provisioned once daily with commercially supplied monkey chow (8773, Teklad NIB Primate Diet Modified). The monkeys also browse freely on the island's vegetation. Water is supplied ad libitum from rain-water collection troughs. Monkeys also drink water from rainwater puddles that form on the island. This study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Puerto Rico (protocol number A6850108).
Pedigree Data and Genetic Parentage Assignment
We obtained pedigree data from the Caribbean Primate Research Center (CPRC) long-term database. This database contains maternal assignments based on census information (i.e. based on behaviours of putative mothers, such as lactation) for all animals from the founding population onwards, as well as maternity and paternity based on analysis of 29 microsatellite markers for most animals born since 1990 (~2886 monkeys). Maternity and paternity based on genetic data was known for 117 (95.9%) of the animals in our study. We used census information to determine maternal identity when genetic maternity (N ¼ 4) was unknown. There is little evidence for high rates of inbreeding on Cayo Santiago, with virtually no difference in blood polymorphism or mitochondrial haplotype diversity between this population and wild Indian rhesus macaques (Blomquist, 2009) . Genetic diversity on Cayo Santiago is similar to that in wild rhesus populations (Blomquist, 2008; Duggleby, Haseley, Rawlins, & Kessler, 1986) .
5-HTTLPR and TPH2IP Genetics
DNA sample collection and serotonin-related polymorphism assessment were performed as described previously . We assessed polymorphisms using PCRs with previously described primers. The 5-HTTLPR polymorphism of the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) and the TPH2 polymorphism (159 bp insertion in the 3 0 UTR) are both characterized by long and short promoter regions (Chen et al., 2006; Hariri & Holmes, 2006) . We grouped individuals that carried at least one copy of the minor allele for each locus (short allele for 5-HTTLPR, long allele for TPH2), as is the standard for studies with few individuals homozygous for the minor allele (see Table 1 ) (Canli et al., 2008) . We note, however, that modelling the genotypes additively, based on the number of minor alleles carried, yielded statistically identical results to those reported in the current paper. We refer to these alleles as 'short' or 'long' for the remainder of the paper.
Behavioural Data Collection
Data on vigilance behaviour was collected during three video recording sessions during January 2012, June 2012 and January 2014. Monkeys drinking from troughs or puddles were recorded on video. During the first session, we gathered video data opportunistically upon successful identification of the subject; during the second session, we specifically targeted and videorecorded monkeys homozygous for the short allele of 5-HTTLPR because of their scarcity in the first data collection session and their small sample size (<10%; see Brent et al., 2013) . In the third session, were collected a second set of videos for monkeys already present in the data set in order to conduct repeated measures analysis. In total, 279 videos of 122 monkeys were collected, with a mean length of 84.5 s per video. Observations shorter than 30 s were discarded. In the final analysis, there were 75 females and 48 males in our data set, ranging in age from 4 to 28 years. All videos were recorded from about 10 m away from the focal monkey in order to avoid disturbing ongoing behaviour (Hirsch, 2002) .
During videorecording, facial characteristics, ear notches and chest tattoos were used to identify subjects. Variables such as age and sex of the subject were derived from previously collected census data. Dominance rank of subjects was determined using observational data collected during focal animal samples and ad libitum, which were collected as part of a long-term behavioural research project. We determined dominance rank from the direction and outcome of submissive interactions between dyads. Behaviour used to assess dominance rank was collected over 9 months within a calendar year. Dominance data was only included when vigilance data were collected during the same year of dominance assessment.
Video Coding
All video data were coded using Tinbergen Alpha software (Adams, 2014) and coded data were preprocessed using MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.). The coder was blind to genotype and other attributes of the subjects. Each video was inspected and coded according to three general types of behaviour: 'drinking', 'vigilance' and 'other' (Fig. 1) . Drinking behaviour was recorded as beginning from the time the monkey's lips touched the water source until the lips left the water. Vigilance behaviour was recorded as a pause in eating, drinking or locomotor activity, accompanied by visual orienting. The posture during vigilance (sitting or standing) was also coded. The 'other' behaviour code included irrelevant behaviours such as monkeyemonkey interactions (e.g. grooming) or the focal monkey travelling from one drinking spot to another.
Because the visual targets of vigilance could not be identified by the investigators, we established criteria in order to differentiate between vigilance and nonvigilant resting states. We wanted to ensure that behaviour coded as vigilance in our study was restricted to behaviours in which the monkey appeared to be actively gathering information about the environment, rather than passively resting while staring off into the distance. To do this, we encoded all head swivels, characterized by a turn of the head at least 45 degrees from the current position. We then calculated the duration of all putative 'looking bouts', defined as the time intervals between a head swivel and the previous and subsequent states (drinking, other, or next swivel or posture change). The mean looking bout length was 3.7 s, and any looking bout longer than one standard deviation above the mean (SD ¼ 2.7 s) was considered to not meet the criteria for vigilance behaviour. Only looking bouts that met the criteria were included in the analysis. For each movie, vigilance was calculated as the summed duration of all looking bouts that met the criteria, divided by the length of the movie.
For each video, we additionally coded the number of other monkeys in proximity (defined as within 10 m of the focal monkey), whether the focal monkey was eating during the video bout, whether female focal monkeys had infants in direct contact (clinging or standing directly beneath) and whether drinking occurred at a puddle or trough.
Analysis
We used linear mixed models to test whether demographic and genetic variables were associated with vigilance (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & Core Team, 2014) . We used rate of vigilance behaviour as our dependent measure, monkey identity as a random effect and age, sex, number of other monkeys in proximity and TPH2 and 5-HTTLPR allele status as fixed effects. A QeQ plot of the residuals indicated that our dependent variable was normally distributed, and residual plots showed linearity and absence of heteroscedasticity, indicating that linear models were appropriate. To explore whether dominance rank influenced vigilance, we coded Note that the short ('S') allele is the less frequent allele for 5-HTTLPR, but the long ('L') allele is the less frequent allele for TPH2IP. Relative frequencies for each sex are reported in parentheses. For purposes of analysis, SS animals and heterozygotes were grouped together for 5-HTTLPR, and LL animals and heterozygotes were grouped together for TPH2IP. rank for each individual for whom we had rank information (N ¼ 78) into one of three ordinal rank categories ('high,' 'medium' and 'low') consisting of approximately the same number of individuals. Because we had rank information for only a subset of individuals, we ran models on the subset data in addition to our other analyses, with identical factors and the additional fixed effect of rank. We note that the outcomes of the genetic influences on vigilance were identical across models inclusive and exclusive of rank information. Because of power limitations, we were not able to inspect interactions between TPH2 allele status, rank and sex (N ¼ 1 low-ranking male with long TPH2IP). To determine whether TPH2 or 5-HTTLPR allele status specifically contributed to variation in vigilance behaviour, we additionally estimated additive genetic variances for vigilance alongside genetic and demographic effects using generalized linear mixed models fitted in a Bayesian framework using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods in the R package MCMCglmm (Hadfield, 2010) . This type of model is commonly known as the 'animal model' in evolutionary biology and animal breeding literatures (Blomquist & Brent, 2014; Wilson et al., 2010) and is used here to disambiguate polymorphism-specific influences from more general relatedness influences on phenotype. We ran a full model using our complete data set that included sex, age, number of monkeys in proximity and allele status as fixed effects, and individual and relatedness as random effects. We also ran an identical model, with the addition of rank as a fixed effect, on the subset of data for which we had dominance rank information.
RESULTS
We scored 279 movies from 122 individuals (N ¼ 74 females, N ¼ 48 males) for vigilance while drinking. Movies had a mean ± SD duration of 83.36 ± 55.35 s. Vigilance, the amount time spent looking or scanning, varied from 0 to 80.2% of videos, with a mean ± SD of 25.9 ± 12.7%. We found that age, sex and TPH2IP allele status were significant predictors of differences in vigilance rates (ANOVA: age: F 1,152 ¼ 10.68, P ¼ 0.0013; sex: F 1,118 ¼ 5.17, P ¼ 0.025; TPH2IP: F 1,118 ¼ 8.30, P ¼ 0.005; Fig. 2 ). The number of monkeys in proximity and 5-HTTLPR allele status were not significant predictors of vigilance rates (both P > 0.56). When we included all two-way interaction terms, only the main effects of age, sex and TPH2IP allele status were significant predictors of vigilance (ANOVA: age: F 1,130 ¼ 10.38, P ¼ 0.0013; sex: F 1,114 ¼ 4.99, P ¼ 0.024; TPH2IP: F 1,114 ¼ 8.18, P ¼ 0.005), and no interaction terms were significant (all P > 0.11). These findings indicate that monkeys with a copy of the less common TPH2IP long allele were significantly less vigilant than monkeys that did not carry a copy of the long allele. Additionally, these results show that 5-HTTLPR allele status did not influence vigilance, that monkeys showed significantly less vigilance as they aged and that males were more vigilant than females.
We initially avoided analysing the sexes separately because it would degrade our sample size, a particularly important consideration when running models including relatedness as a covariate. However, to establish whether these effects were the same for each sex, we also examined the contribution of these variables to vigilance in each sex separately. We found that TPH2IP allele status was a significant predictor of differences in vigilance rates in males (ANOVA: F 1,45 ¼ 4.94, P ¼ 0.03) and approached significance in females (ANOVA: F 1,100 ¼ 3.58, P ¼ 0.06), with TPH2IP long carriers showing less vigilance. Age was also significantly related to vigilance in both males (ANOVA: F 1,50 ¼ 5.12, P ¼ 0.028) and females (ANOVA: F 1,100 ¼ 5.86, P ¼ 0.017), although the number of animals in proximity and 5-HTTLPR allele status were not (all P > 0.2). We next explored whether TPH2IP allele status specifically influenced vigilance behaviour, or whether this allele status merely served as a nonspecific marker of relatedness. We ran a MCMCglmm containing the relatedness matrix for the entire population and found that TPH2IP status, as well as sex and age, had nonzero contributions to vigilance behaviour (see Table 2 ). Monkeys spent a mean amount of 33% of the time engaged in vigilance. Relative to females, males spent an additional 4.2% of time being vigilant. Monkeys carrying a copy of the long (minor) TPH2IP allele spent 5.2% less time being vigilant compared to monkeys homozygous for the more common TPH2IP short allele. Vigilance decreased with age, going down 0.5% with each additional year. Thus, variation in TPH2IP, as well as sex and age, significantly influenced vigilance independent of overall genetic relatedness between individuals. Heritability of vigilance was estimated at 12.2%.
Because we only had dominance rank information for a subsample of monkeys, we ran separate models to explore the effect of social status on vigilance behaviour. In this model, TPH2IP allele status remained significantly related to vigilance (ANVOA: F 1,70 ¼ 5.08, P ¼ 0.025). Rank showed a tendency towards significance (F 1,70 ¼ 2.65, P ¼ 0.078). We performed post hoc tests of multiple comparisons on the effect of rank on vigilance, and found that high-status animals were significantly more vigilant than lowstatus animals (Tukey multiple comparisons of means: Z ¼ 2.811, P ¼ 0.013). All other comparisons between ranks were not significant (P > 0.15). We next constructed a MCMCglmm on this subset of data. Although the 95% CI for the fixed effect of sex in this model contained zero, dominance rank as well as age, TPH2IP status and relatedness had nonzero contributions to vigilance. These data suggest that higher-ranking animals display greater vigilance than lower-ranking animals.
DISCUSSION
We found that vigilance in rhesus macaques is genetically heritable and that it is influenced by variation in TPH2, a gene coding for the enzyme that regulates serotonin synthesis in the brain. Specifically, monkeys carrying the less frequent, long allele at TPH2IP showed lower levels of visual monitoring during drinking than monkeys that had two copies of the short allele.
We cautiously interpret this finding as preliminary evidence for reduced interest in or motivation to observe others in monkeys that carry a copy of the long allele at TPH2IP. Consistent with this interpretation, rhesus macaques on Cayo Santiago that carry copies of the minor allele in both the TPH2IP and 5-HTTLPR polymorphism (i.e. long and short alleles, respectively) live on the fringes of the social network . A previous study found that captive rhesus macaques carrying the short allele of 5-HTTLPR spend less time viewing the eyes and faces of other monkeys (Watson et al., 2009 ). Unexpectedly, we found no influence of 5-HTTLPR on vigilance behaviour in our study, suggesting that variation in TPH2IP and 5-HTTLPR exert their effects in subtly different ways or that our power to detect effects of 5-HTTLPR was limited. As reviewed above, because of the heterogeneous and complex nature of the serotonergic system, the exact influence of these polymorphisms on serotonin function in vivo remains unknown.
We note that the monkeys on Cayo Santiago have no natural predators, although agonistic interactions with conspecifics are relatively common (Boelkins & Wilson, 1972) . Moreover, previous studies in both captive and wild populations suggest that vigilance in many species of primates primarily functions to observe conspecifics rather than to detect predators (reviewed in Treves, 2000; see also Seyfarth & Cheney, 2013) . For example, vigilance occurs even among captive primates, for whom predators are absent (Keverne, Leonard, Scruton, & Young, 1978; Maestripieri, 1993) , and a study that identified the targets of monitoring in two species of primates found that most vigilance was directed towards other members of the group (Treves, 1999) . Larger groups offer greater protection from predation, both because of a dilution of risk for individual animals and because a greater number of individuals facilitates the detection of predator danger (Elgar, 1989; Roberts, 1996) . Consequently, in most mammals and birds, vigilance decreases with increasing group size (Elgar, 1989; Roberts, 1996) . In contrast, a meta-analysis of studies of vigilance in 10 different species of primates found little evidence for decreases in vigilance with increasing group size, suggesting a modulation or absence of the predator detection function of vigilance in primates (Treves, 2000) . In our study, we found no relationship between the number of monkeys present in the immediate vicinity (10 m radius) and the level of vigilance displayed. We note that this is not incompatible with a social monitoring function for vigilance, since visual social information is typically available on Cayo Santiago even when no monkeys are within our defined range of proximity. Interand intragroup conflict and group movement can be visually assessed from afar and provide useful information even if the activity does not immediately or directly influence the subject. Consistent with this idea, wild Japanese macaques, Macaca fuscata, monitor group members more often when they are spread over a large area in order to prevent separation from the group (Suzuki & Sugiura, 2011) .
Although visual monitoring does not vary with group size in primates, it is often sensitive to social context. For example, female mountain gorillas, Gorilla gorilla beringei, spend more time monitoring individuals with whom they have had aggressive interactions (Watts, 1998) . Both male and female chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii, display heightened vigilance in the presence of a less-associated group member (Kutsukake, 2006) . Male baboons, Papio cynocephalus ursinus, show greater monitoring in open environments with greater opportunity to view conspecifics and fewer threats of predation, consistent with a social strategy rather than a survival strategy (Cowlishaw, 1998) .
Although vigilance in our test population seems likely to be driven by social factors, it is possible that identical neurobiological circuits mediate the detection of threats from both predators and conspecifics. Myriad regions in the rhesus brain, including those associated with reward (Klein & Platt, 2013) , learning and visual orienting behaviours, contain cells that respond to both potential social threats (dominant faces) and reproductive information (female perinea). Even brain areas and circuits classically thought to mediate threat vigilance, such as the amygdala (Chang & Platt, 2014; Hoffman, Gothard, Schmid, & Logothetis, 2007) and autonomic systems linked to norepinephrine (Ebitz, Pearson, & Platt, 2014) respond to social stimuli. Although the neurobiological representation of predator avoidance remains unknown, these findings militate against the existence of separate neural systems for classic predator detection and social vigilance. Instead, we speculate that a wild population of rhesus macaques exposed to predators may express similar or even greater variation in vigilance-related phenotypes in comparison to our findings from Cayo Santiago. Notably, the competing threats of predators and conspecifics are thought to be responsible for the absence of correlation between group size and vigilance in primates: as group size increases, the threat of predation decreases, but the threat of aggression increases, effectively cancelling each other out (Treves, 1999 (Treves, , 2000 . In the current study, the detection of imminent social threats is but one of the functions of vigilance. Disparate types of visual information can have equal value, as shown by laboratory studies of rhesus macaques in which male monkeys forgo juice rewards in order to display images of dominant faces as well as the perinea of females (Adams, 2014; Deaner et al., 2005 ) (although we note that the valuation of dominant faces is sensitive to 5-HTTLPR genotype, with reduced value of these stimuli in short allele carriers; Watson et al., 2009) . Gathering non-threat-related visual social information, although perhaps less urgent, may be as important as detecting threats. Knowledge about group movement (Stueckle & Zinner, 2008; Suzuki & Sugiura, 2011) , the location and behaviour of offspring (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1980) , dominance relationships between other individuals (Bergman et al., 2003; Cheney et al., 1995) and reproductive states of potential mates (Dubuc et al., 2009; Higham et al., 2011) and competitors (Watson, Ghodasra, Furlong, & Platt, 2012 ) may all influence selection for the most adaptive behaviour in a given context. This information could be relevant immediately, as in the case of a male assessing an approaching female during mating season. In fact, red colobus monkeys, Procolobus badius, and redtail monkeys, Cercopithecus ascanius, increase vigilance during the mating season (Treves, 1999) , and talapoin monkeys, Miopithecus talapoin, increase visual monitoring when placed in groups with potentially reproductive females (Keverne et al., 1978) . Primates also have an impressive memory capacity, as evidenced by playback studies showing that monkeys remember recent interactions with conspecifics when deciding how to respond to a particular vocalization (Cheney et al., 2010; Engh et al., 2006; Wittig et al., 2014; Wittig, Crockford, & Seyfarth, 2007; Wittig, Crockford, & Wikberg, 2007) . Knowledge of third-party rank relationships may be used when recruiting allies during agonistic encounters (Silk, 1999) . Thus, even if social information is not immediately relevant, it can be used later to inform action.
There is no doubt that extended phenotypes in primates, including social attention, are complicated phenomena, and that the neural circuits involved are multifold and complex. It is certain that TPH2IP accounts for only a limited portion of the variation in social attention, and many other genes and pathways likely shape the underlying processes. In fact, there is some scepticism within the scientific community regarding whether variation within a single gene is sufficient to influence phenotypic variability. Although multiple genes often contribute to variation in phenotype (Shao et al., 2008, page 145) , single genes can and do influence complex behaviours (Hoover et al., 2011 , page 109). For example, there are several monogenic disorders that are associated with altered social behaviour in autism (Ghosh, Michalon, Lindemann, Fontoura, & Santarelli, 2013, page 146) .
A critical step in the candidate gene approach is appropriate selection and a priori knowledge about a particular gene, allowing formation of meaningful hypotheses (Tabor, Risch, & Myers, 2002) . A large body of literature, spanning the fields of neurobiology, animal behaviour and psychiatry, implicate the serotonin system in social behaviour and attention. Within this literature there is high consistency in the effects of genetic variation in the serotonin system across species. Not only do humans and rhesus macaques show behavioural differences that correlate similarly with 5-HTTLPR genotype (reviewed in Canli & Lesch, 2007) , but mice, which lack this genetic variation, show similar behavioural alterations when the serotonin transporter gene is experimentally mutated (Murphy et al., 2001) . It is also worth noting the prevalent clinical use of serotonin reuptake inhibitors to treat psychiatric disease (Stokes, 1998) , which provides unequivocal evidence that relatively small molecular perturbations can induce dramatic behavioural changes. Because TPH2IP and 5-HTTLPR are both known to induce expression changes in proteins crucial for serotonergic function, it is plausible that these polymorphisms exert measurable effects on the organism's behaviour.
In addition to the impact of serotonin on attention, we also found that male rhesus macaques are more vigilant than females. Prior studies in primates have found inconsistent patterns of sex differences in vigilance, which often vary in specific contexts like mating season (Treves, 1999) or during grooming bouts (Cowlishaw, 1998) . The sex differences found in our study could well be tied to sex-related incentives for social information gathering in rhesus macaques: female ranks depend on lineage and are relatively stable across time, whereas male ranks are determined by contests and coalition building (Datta, 1988; Melnick et al., 1984) . Male dominance rank is thus less stable and depends more strongly on the current social environment. Heightened male vigilance may also reflect a greater tendency for males to assess female reproductive status.
Although variation in serotonin-related genotypes predispose humans towards psychiatric disease (Caspi et al., 2010; Hariri & Holmes, 2006) , the persistence of minor alleles within freeranging and freely breeding populations of humans and rhesus macaques suggest an adaptive function to this variation (Dobson & Brent, 2013) . Genetic variants at TPH2 and elsewhere interact with one another as well as with the environment (Canli et al., 2008; Caspi et al., 2010; Hariri & Holmes, 2006) , resulting in a heterogeneous population representing a wide distribution of vigilance phenotypes. Variation in vigilance phenotypes may reflect distinct behavioural strategies for success in a dynamic social context (Dobson & Brent, 2013) , even though the tails of the phenotypic distribution may be maladaptive in both rhesus macaques and humans. These findings suggest that pathological vigilance in contemporary human populations arises, in part, from variation in a genetically regulated adaptive trait shared with rhesus macaques and possibly other primates (Waider et al., 2011) . Together, these observations endorse a comparative, evolutionary approach to psychiatric disease.
